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Moll and Venkatesan showed in [2] that the set of Fibonacci numbers is not context-free.
Recall that a language is CF (context-free) if and only if there exists a context-free grammar generating it. It Is only natural to ask where exactly in Chomsky's Hierarchy the Fibonacci numbers
lie. By the Hierarchy Theorem (Theorem 9.9 of [1]), we have the following proper containments:
Regular sets c CFL's e CSL's c RE's
RE's (recursively enumerable languages) are defined to be those sets generated by unrestricted
grammars. Unrestricted grammars are simply grammars In which all the productions are of the
form a -> /?, where a and /? are arbitrary strings of grammar symbols, with a^s. By definition,
CSL's (context-sensitive languages) are generated by CSG's (context-sensitive grammars).
CSG's are very much like unrestricted grammars, with the added condition that for all productions a->fi, \a\<\fi\.
In this paper we offer a CSG G generating the language of unary Fibonacci numbers,
L = {07|i = Fn}, hence demonstrating the title claim. But before doing this, It will prove useful to
construct an unrestricted grammar G' for L.
THE UNRESTRICTED GRAMMAR Gf
Formally define G'= (y'9T,P',S)9 where V'=
T = {0}, and P' is given by the list of productions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

{S,A,B9C,D,E,F,G,H9J,K,L9M,N9P},

S-»0

U]

KC-»LC0

S-^AEQBOCD
AE->AH
HQ-*F0
F00-^0F0
F0B-+BF0
H)C-»GCQ
0G-»G0
BG->GB
AG-±AH
AHB^ABJ
BJO -> OBK
K0-^0K

15]
16]

0L-»LQ
BL-+BJ
BJC-+BM
MO^OM
MD-+NCD
(W-»M)
BN-+NB
AN-+AE
AE^P
P0-»0P
PB-^P
PCD-»s

n;

is;
19;
20;
21;
22;
23;
24;
25;)
26>)

Observe that there are two starting productions. Production 1 generates the nonrecursive base
cases; production 2 generates all other Fibonacci numbers Fn, with n>2. In general selection of
production 3 eventually leads to a string of the form
(*)

AE0....050...0CD.

The 0's between A and B represent unary Fn_l9 while those between B and C represent Fn_v
Repeated selection of production 3 "increments" (*), while choosing production 23 outputs Fn by
eliminating the markers.
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In summary, productions 1 and 2 enable us to generate either the base or recursive case.
Productions 3 through 11 move Fn_2 into the space between C and D; productions 12 through 22
perform the updating and restoration of the string to the form of (*). Finally, productions 23 to
26 output the answer. It is easily verified that G' generates exactly L. D
Because Gf is an unrestricted grammar that generates L, L is recursively-enumerable. Note
that Gr is not a CSG because the left-hand sides of productions 23, 25, and 26 are longer than
their right-hand sides.
THE CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMAR G
We use the method of Example 9.5 of [1] to create a context-sensitive grammar G which
mimics G'. Instead of the "single" variables of G', we use "composite" variables that combine 0
with each of its possible contexts. For example, the single nonterminal [AEO] replaces the two
variable string AE in a particular context.
Formally define G = (V,T,P,[S]), where V= {[S\, [AEO], [BOCD], [AHO], [AFO], [ABFO],
[OCD], [ABO], [POCD], [FO], [AO], [BFO], [BO], [GCOD], [COD], [GCO], [OD], [ABGO], [GO],
[BGO], [GBO], [AGO], [CO], [AGBO], [AHBO], [ABJO], [BKCOD], [BKO], [BJO], [BKCO],
[KCOD], [KO], [KCO], [BLCO], [LCO], [BLO], [LO], [BJCO], [BMO], [MOD], [OMD], [MO],
[ONCD], [NOCD], [BNO], [OCD], [NBO], [ANO], [NO], [PO], [PBO], [POCD], [OPCD]}, and P is
given by the following list of productions, which are grouped according to the production of G'
they mimic:
1)
2)

[S] -> [AE0][B0CD]

3)

[AEO] -> [AHO]

4)

[AHO] -> [AFO]

5)

[ABP0][0CD] -»[AB0][F0CD]
[ABF0]0 -» [AB0][F0]
[F0][0CD] -> 0[F0CD]
[AF0]0 -> [A0][F0]
[BF0]0 -> [B0][F0]
[F0]0 -> 0[F0]

6)

[AF0][B0CD] -> [ABFO][0CD]
[AF0][B0] -> [ABF0]0
[F0][B0] -> [BFO]0

7)

[POCD] -> [GCOD]
[F0][C0D] -> [GC0][0D]

8)
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[SI-+0

[^B0][GC0D] -> [ABG0][C0D]
0[GC0D] -> [G0][C0D]
[4B0][G0] -> [v45G0]0
0[G0] -> [G0]0
[BQ][G0] -> [BG0]0
t40][GB0] -> [AG0][B0]
0[GC0] -> [G0][C0]

14)

[BKCOD] - • [BLC0][0D]
[KCOD] -> [LC0][0D]
[BKCO] -> [BLC0]0
[KCO] -»[LC0]0

15)

[B0][LC0] -> [J5L0][C0]
0[LC0] - • [L0][C0]
[B0][L0] -> [BL0]0

16)

[BLCO] ->
- [BJCO]
[BLO] ->[BJO]

17)

[BJCO] -> [BMO]

18)

[BM0][0D] -> [B0][M0D]
[MOD] -> [OMD]
[BM0]0 -> [B0][M0]
[M0][0JD] -> 0[MOD]
[M0]0 -> 0[M0]

19)

[OMD] -> [ONCD]

20)

[0MX>] -> [7V0CD]
[50][A^0O)] -> [BN0][0CD]
[A0][NB0] -»[4M)][B0]
0[M)CD] -> [M)][0CD]
[B0][JV0] -^ [57V0]0
0[NB0] -+ [N0][B0
[A0][N0] -> [v4M)]0
0[N0] -> [A^0]0
[FEB.
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9)

[,4PGO] -> [,4GP0]
[AGO] -» [GBO]

10)

[4GB0] -» [Af/PO]
[4G0] -» [AffO]

11)

[dflBO] -> [ABJO]

12)

[APJ0][C0D] -> [40pjRTCQD]
[ABJ0]0 -> [40][M0]
[A0][PJ0][C0] -» [,40]0[Mr0]
[fi/0]0 -> 0[fl£0]
[PJO][CO] -> opra)]

13)

[P£0][C0£>] -> [P0]|XC0£>]

21)

[BNO] - > [NBO]

22)

[ANO] -> [AEO]

23)

[i4£0] -> [PO]

24)

[P0]0 -> 0[P0]
[P0][P0] -• 0[PP0]
[P0][0C£>] -> 0[P0CD]
[POCD] -» [0PC£>]

25)

[PPO] -» [PO]

26)

[OPCD] -> 0

[M:O]O -> [PO][XO]

[£0][C0] -> 0|XC0]
[BX0][C0] -> [P0][^C0]
[£0]0 -> 0[£0]
It is straightforward to see that S => a' (i.e., a string a' is derived from 5) through G' if and only
if [$] => a with G, where a is formed from af by grouping with a 0 all markers (i.e., elements of
V - {$}) appearing between it and the 0 to its left, and also by grouping the first 0 with any
markers to its left and with the last 0 any markers to its right; e.g., if a! is ,400J?0ZC0Q0D, then a
is [^40]0[50][^C0]0[0D]. Observe that the right side of every production of G is at least as long
as the left side. Clearly, G is a context-sensitive grammar. •
Thus, we have
Theorem:

L is a context-sensitive language.

Proof: Immediate from construction of G. •
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